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Abstract
In this paper, we formulate a personalized singing voice genera-
tion (SVG) framework using WaveRNN with non-parallel train-
ing data. We develop an average singing voice generation model
using WaveRNN from multi-singer’s vocals. To map singing
Phonetic PosteriorGrams and prosody features from singing
template to time-domain singing samples, a speaker i-vector ex-
tracted from target speech is used to control the speaker identity
of the generated singing. At run-time, a singing template and
target speech samples are used for target singing vocal gener-
ation. Specifically, the content and the speaker identity of the
target speech is not necessarily the same as that of the singing
template. Experimental results on the NUS-48E and NUS-HLT-
SLS corpora suggest that the personalized SVG framework out-
performs the traditional conversion-vocoder pipeline in the sub-
jective and objective evaluations.

1. Introduction
Personalized singing voice generation, that we call SVG for
brevity, aims to generate singing for a user according to a stan-
dard singing template and the user’s speaking voice. The SVG
task is challenging, because we expect the generated singing
to, a) be as natural as the standard singing template, where
the template is recorded from the trained singers, b) follow the
same tempo or rhythm of the template, and c) be similar to the
source (user’s) voice identity, which is different from the tem-
plate singer.

The prior works have addressed some of the above chal-
lenges. For example, template-based STS conversion [1, 2] and
SVC [3] techniques suggest an analysis-modification-synthesis
pipeline as the solution. Another technique along this direction,
singing synthesis [4–7], follows the idea of speech synthesis,
which considers text and sheet music as input and generates
high-quality singing as the output [8–11].

The template-based STS conversion approach hinges on the
quality of frame alignment between input spoken lyrics and
the singing template [1, 2, 12, 13], and appropriate spectral and
prosody mapping [14–16]. Due to the significant differences be-
tween the input speech and the template singing, the accuracy
of alignment and the quality of spectral mapping from speech to
singing [1, 2, 16] are far from perfect that adversely affects the
output singing quality. While the singing synthesis technique
produces high quality and similarity singing vocals, it requires
a large amount of training data for each target singer [8–11].

We note that it is always easier for a SVC system to learn
from parallel training data [3,17–19]. However, the requirement
of parallel singing training data limits the scope of the applica-
tions [3, 17–19]. There have been recent studies on the use of
non-parallel singing data [20] where the target speaker iden-
tity needs to be learned through the conversion model. How-

ever, a model needs to be trained separately for each new target
speaker. Others have studied the use of WaveNet for singing
timbre conversion in an encoder-decoder manner, conditioned
on the target speaker embedding look-up table [21].

The implementation of analysis-modification-synthesis
pipeline usually modifies the parameters in frequency domain,
therefore, require a vocoder, like WORLD [22] or STRAIGHT
[23] to reconstruct the time-domain signals [3, 17–19]. How-
ever, these conventional vocoders are based on some prior
assumptions, e.g. time invariant linear filter and source fil-
ter model, which cause quality degradation of synthesized
voices [24]. Phase information of the generated samples is al-
ways discarded due to the simplification during mathematical
formulation of the parametric model in the vocoders [24]. For
example, the feature conversion approaches in SVC [3, 20] and
STS conversion [16] suffer from the above problems while us-
ing a vocoder, which may cause quality degradation of gener-
ated singing voices.

To address these issues, trainable neural vocoders were pro-
posed to synthesize time-domain audios such as WaveNet [25]
and WaveRNN [26]. In particular, WaveNet was studied as
a trainable vocoder that outperforms the traditional vocoder
[22, 23, 27, 28] in voice conversion [27, 29]. However, there
still exists a mismatch between the modified features from con-
version model and the target features from natural vocies for
neural vocoder synthesis. In this paper, we will study the use
of trainable vocoder for singing waveform generation to reduce
the feature mismatch problem.

We propose a novel SVG framework, that employs a Wav-
eRNN [26] to map Phonetic PosteriorGram (PPG) [24, 30] and
prosody features from singing voices, that are speaker/singer-
independent, and the speaker i-vector from speech, directly to
the singing waveform. Inspired by the recent studies on voice
conversion and text-to-speech [30–36], we propose to use the
speaker i-vector is to represent the speaker’s voice identity. The
proposed framework does not explicitly map the frames from
one to another, but rather project the speaker i-vector as the
encoded voice identity through the singing conversion and gen-
eration process. Once it is trained, the system works for any
unseen target speakers. At run-time inference, what we need is
to obtain template singing and some speech samples from the
target speakers to derive a speaker i-vector, and present to the
system.

The proposed framework requires neither the exact spoken
lyrics from the source speaker/singer, nor parallel training data.
In addition, we get rid of the frame alignment process that is
required in template-based STS conversion and SVC . The pro-
posed framework is also different from the technique in [20] as
we do not need to train a target-dependent model, and is differ-
ent from [21] where the system only works for a close set of
speakers.
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The main contributions of this paper include:

• We formulate a personalized SVG framework by propos-
ing an integrated solution for both conversion and vocod-
ing processes;

• We successfully adopt an integrated framework using
WaveRNN to replace a two-step conversion-vocoding
system, by which we reduce mismatches between train-
ing and testing;

• We do not require parallel training data and the associ-
ated time-alignment process.

• The use of i-vector allows the system to perform con-
version for unseen target speakers without the need to
re-train the system.

2. Conversion-Vocoding Pipeline
In SVG, we would like to carry over the speaker/singer indepen-
dent information, such as lyrical content, prosody features from
template. At the same time, we would like to project the voice
quality or timbre of the target speaker/singer into the generated
voice.

The conversion-vocoding pipeline, which includes conver-
sion model and WaveRNN vocoder, is adopted in singing voice
conversion and speech-to-singing conversion. First, we discuss
how a conversion pipeline works for singing voice generation.

2.1. Conversion-Vocoding Pipeline

The pipeline employs a BLSTM network for the conversion of
parameters, and WaveRNN vocoder for waveform generation,
that we call a SVG-PL system.

We first decompose the input into speaker independent in-
formation (PPG, prosodic features) and speaker dependent in-
formation (speaker i-vector). The SVG-PL system is designed
to take the two information from the singing template and the
target speaker’s speech samples as the input, and to generate
personalized singing vocal as the output. As the Phonetic Pos-
teriorGrams (PPG) coefficients are derived from the an Auto-
matic Speech Recognition (ASR) system, that is designed to
be speaker independent, we use PPG coefficients to represent
the lyrical content. The prosody features, that are derived from
the traditional vocoder, reflect the speaker/singer independent
singing prosody that follows the sheet music. Therefore, the
same prosody features should be carried over from template to
target.

2.1.1. SVG-PL Training

In Figure 1 (a) and (b), we illustrate the training process of
BLSTM model and WaveRNN vocoder, respectively. Singing
PPG, fundamental frequency (F0), aperiodicity (AP) and Mel
Cepstral Coeficients (MCCs) are first extracted from multi-
singer singing. F0 and AP are used to represent the prosodic
features. Multi-singer speaker identity features, i-vectors, are
also obtained from their speech data. We use the acoustic fea-
tures Mel MCCs as the BLSTM output. The prosodic features
and MCCs can be derived from a traditional vocoder, such as
WORLD vocoder [22].

A BLSTM model is then trained to map the input features,
which consists of singing PPG, F0, AP and i-vectors, to their
corresponding singing MCCs. While the WaveRNN vocoder is
trained by conditioning on the acoustic features (singing MCCs,
F0 and AP) augmented with the speaker i-vector for singing
voice generation.
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Figure 1: Block diagram of the training and run-time conversion
of the BLSTM and WaveRNN vocoder pipeline (SVG-PL).

2.1.2. SVG-PL Conversion

At run-time, as shown in Figure 1 (c), target speaker i-vector
is extracted from target speech samples, while PPG, F0 and
AP, that are considered singer-independent, are obtained from
template singing. Together they form the input to the trained
BLSTM model. With the converted MCCs from BLSTM
model, template prosodic features and target speaker i-vector,
the WaveRNN vocoder generates the target singing.

2.2. WaveRNN vocoder

Next, we discuss WaveRNN and its vocoder implementation for
SVG-PL. WaveRNN is a powerful recurrent network for speech
synthesis [26]. The model mainly consists of the Gated Recur-
rent Unit (GRU) and the fully connected layers with softmax
activation. In WaveRNN, it takes the previous audio sample
st−1 and conditions on c, where c is the conditioning input, to
model a discrete probability distribution Pst for sample gener-
ation, which is calculated by:

xt = [st−1, c]

ut = σ(W(u)ht−1 +U(u)xt)

rt = σW(r)ht−1 +U(r)xt)

h̃t = tanh(rt ◦ (W(h)ht−1) +U(h)xt)

ht = ut ◦ ht−1 + (1− ut) ◦ h̃t

P (st) = softmax(W2relu(W1ht))

(1)

where W, U represent the GRU weights, σ is the sigmoid ac-
tivation function. The notation ◦ means an element-wise vector
multiplication. ut, rt and ht are the gates in the GRU layer. The
output sample st is obtained by sampling from the probability
distribution P (st). In the WaveRNN vocoder, the conditional
input c can be acoustic features, prosodic features or speaker
identity features. In the WaveRNN vocoder training phase of
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Figure 2: Block diagram of the training and run-time conver-
sion for the proposed conversion-vocoding integrated frame-
work (SVG-IN).

SVG-PL, we use the features as the conditional input c. There-
fore, xt in Eq (1) can be re-written as:

xt = [st−1, F0t,APt,MCCt, PPGt, i-vector] (2)

3. Conversion-Vocoding Integrated
Network

To improve the quality of generated singing, we propose an in-
tegrated solution to the conversion-vocoding pipeline, that we
call the conversion-vocoding integrated network, or SVG-IN.

3.1. Motivation

While WaveRNN vocoder in SVG-PL is able to generate high
quality target singing in general, it often generates unwanted
noise at run-time inference. This is due to the mismatch be-
tween training and testing. During training, the input param-
eters to the vocoder are extracted from natural singing audios,
while at run-time inference, the input parameters are generated
by the BLSTM conversion model. Such mismatch has been ad-
dressed in the WaveNet vocoder [24, 37–39]. To overcome the
mismatch during WaveRNN vocoder training and inference, we
would like to investigate a novel WaveRNN implementation for
mapping the singing PPG and speech i-vector directly to singing
waveform.

3.2. Methodology

Similar to the SVG-PL framework, we use PPGs to represent
the lyrical content, F0 and AP to represent the prosodic features.
PPGs, F0 and AP are speaker independent. We also use speaker
i-vector to represent the speaker individuality. Next, we present
the proposed SVG-IN architecture and workflow.

3.2.1. SVG-IN Training

During training, as shown in Figure 2 (a), singing PPG and
prosody features (F0 and AP) are first extracted from multi-
singer singing data through ASR system and WORLD vocoder,
respectively. Therefore, the singing template is represented by
singing PPG, and two prosodic features, F0 and AP. The i-
vectors are also extracted from the respective singers’ speech
data, so that the target speaker is represented by a speaker i-
vector in the input. The local conditioning input of WaveRNN
is then formulated by augmenting i-vectors and singing PPG,

F0 and AP. Therefore, xt in Eq (1) can be re-written as:

xt = [st−1, F0t,APt, PPGt, i-vector] (3)

Compared with the training phase of SVG-PL, SVG-IN
now presents one WaveRNN module to replace the conversion-
vocoding pipeline. SVG-IN no longer requires the MCCs
acoustic features as the intermediate representation.

3.2.2. SVG-IN Conversion

At run-time as shown in Figure 2 (b), given the target speech, we
first extract target speaker i-vector. Singing PPG and prosody
(F0 and AP) are also extracted from template singing through
ASR and WORLD vocoder, respectively. Target singing is then
generated by passing the augmented i-vector, singing PPG and
prosody to the trained WaveRNN. In this way, the prosody and
lyrical content of generated target singing is preserved from
template singing. Different from the SVG-PL, SVG-IN doesn’t
use acoustic features MCCs as the intermediate representation,
therefore, avoiding the possible mismatch arising from the in-
termediate features at run-time.

4. Experiments
4.1. Database

Two parallel speak-sing data databases, NUS-48E corpus [40]
and NUS-HLT SLS corpus [41], were used for the experiments.
The NUS-48E database contained 48 English songs from 12
singers/speakers, 6 males and 6 females, each singer having 4
songs. The NUS-HLT SLS database consists of 100 English
songs from 10 singers, 5 females and 5 males, each singer hav-
ing 10 songs.

We chose 18 speakers (9 male and 9 female), a total of
2,942 utterances for training. For testing, two unseen males
and two unseen females were selected, with each male having 5
songs totalling 81 utterances while each female having 5 songs
totalling 118 utterances. We used intra-gender speakers to serve
as each other’s template. All the objective and subjective results
were reported based on the 20 songs (398 utterances) from the
4 target speakers. All speech and singing data were re-sampled
at 16kHz.

4.2. Feature Extraction

We discuss the processes of extracting acoustic features, singing
PPG and i-vectors for the experiments.

4.2.1. Acoustic feature extraction

The WORLD vocoder [22] was used to extract the spectrum
(513-dim), AP (1-dim) and F0 (1-dim) for both speech and
singing utterances with 5 ms frame shift. 40-dimensional MCCs
were computed from the spectrum using Speech Signal Process-
ing Toolkit (SPTK)1.

4.2.2. Singing PPG extraction

The DNN-HMM ASR model was trained using the Kaldi toolkit
[42]. The ASR model used for adaptive singing PPG extraction
was trained with Wall Street Journal (WSJ) corpus [43]. The
model consists of 5 hidden layers with 1,024 nodes in each
layer, and a softmax output layer of 132 nodes. Hence, an
adapted singing PPG vector is of 132 dimensions.

1https://sourceforge.net/projects/sp-tk/
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4.2.3. i-vector extraction

An i-vector is a compact representation of a speaker model
that contains the dominant speaker characteristics [44]. It is
obtained using a factor analysis method that projects the high
dimensional Gaussian mixture model mean super vector to a
low dimensional vector. As this vector captures the dominant
speaker information, it is referred to as identity vector or i-
vector.

In this work, the background models for i-vector training
were learned using Switchboard II corpus. We built 1024 com-
ponent universal background model (UBM) and total variability
matrix with 400 speaker factors to derive the 400-dimensional
i-vectors [45]. Further, linear discriminant analysis was used
for channel/session compensation and we reduced the dimen-
sion further to 60 for using it in all frameworks. We note that
the utterances were downsampled to 8 kHz to match with the
sampling rate of background data.

4.3. Experimental Setup

We now compare the SVG integrated network with the pipeline
system, and one of its variants. As SVG-PL has a pipeline
structure, that is similar to those for traditional template-based
speech-to-singing conversion, we use SVG-PL as the reference
baseline.

• SVG-PL: the BLSTM conversion model followed by
WaveRNN vocoder, as described in Section 2. The in-
put of BLSTM model consists of singing F0 (1-dim),
singing AP (1-dim) with their delta and delta-delta coef-
ficients, the voiced/unvoiced flag (1-dim), singing PPG
(132-dim), singing energy (1-dim) and i-vectors (60-
dim). The training input of WaveRNN vocoder includes
singing F0 (1-dim), singing AP (1-dim) with their delta
and delta-delta coefficients, singing MCCs (40-dim),
singing energy (1-dim) and the voiced/unvoiced flag (1-
dim).

• SVG-WORLD: a variant of SVG-PL, where the
BLSTM conversion model is the same as that in SVG-
PL, but the BLSTM model is followed by WORLD
vocoder [22] instead of WaveRNN vocoder for singing
generation. The setting of input parameters is the same
as in SVG-PL. We note that the BLSTM network out-
put dimension was 120, including singing MCCs (40-
dim) with their delta and delta-delta coefficients. 513-
dimensional spectrum were computed from converted
singing MCCs using SPTK.

• SVG-IN: the proposed personalized singing generation
using WaveRNN described in Section 3. The setting
of input parameters is the same as in BLSTM model of
SVG-PL.

The same i-vector extraction process of SVG-PL and SVG-
IN were adopted in both training and run-time generation.

4.3.1. Model Training and Conversion

We used Merlin toolkit [46] for the training of the BLSTM
model. The network consisted of two BLSTM layers with 256
nodes in each layer. The mini-batch size was set to 25. Adam
optimizer was used for model training with the learning rate
and momentum of 0.002 and 0.9, respectively. During the con-
version phase in BLSTM model, the Maximum Likelihood Pa-
rameter Generation algorithm was then employed to refine the
spectral parameter trajectory [47].

Both WaveRNN vocoder and the proposed SVG-IN model
shared the same WaveRNN network architecture. With all
singing signals sampled at 16kHz, the singing waveforms were
quantized to 9-bit vectors by the µ-law in the WaveRNN mod-
ule. To match the resolution of the singing waveform, the input
features were first upsampled by the factor (2,4,10). The model
architecture consisted of 2 GRU layers followed by 3 fully con-
nected layers, all layers had 512 nodes. Batch size was set to
64, and the learning rate was 1 × e−4. Adam optimizer was
used for both WaveRNN vocoder and SVG-IN training.

5. Evaluations
We conducted both objective and subjective evaluations in the
experiments.

5.1. Objective Evaluations

We conducted the Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) [24] to
measure the distortion between the target and the converted
singing. For each frame, RMSE is calculated as follows,

RMSE[dB] =

√√√√ 1

F

F∑

f=1

(20 log10(
|Y (f)|
|Yg(f)|

))2 (4)

where F is the number of total frequency bins, and |Y (f)|
and |Yg(f)| are magnitude features of the target and the gen-
erated singing at the f th frequency bin, respectively. The lower
RMSE value indicates smaller distortion. Table 1 shows the

Table 1: A comparison of RMSE (dB) results among SVG-PL,
SVG-WORLD and SVG-IN.

System RMSE
SVG-PL 17.75

SVG-WORLD 15.00
SVG-IN 15.75

average RMSE results over all the evaluation utterances for the
three systems. We first assessed the effect of intermediate fea-
tures to WaveRNN generation. We observe that SVG-IN outper-
forms SVG-PL in terms of RMSE (15.75 dB vs 17.75 dB). This
suggests that SVG-IN has reduced the mismatch arising from
the intermediate features in SVG-PL. While comparing SVG-
SI with SVG-WORLD, it is showed that SVG-WORLD (15.00
dB) gives slightly lower RMSE value than SVG-IN (15.75 dB).
We note that RMSE measures how close the generated singing
is to the target singing.

As SVG-IN operates in time domain, its RMSE in fre-
quency domain is an indirect measurement, that may lead to a
higher RMSE than SVG-WORLD. Similar results were also re-
ported in [24,27,48] where conventional vocoders typically give
a better objective measure than that of trainable neural vocoders.

5.2. Subjective Evaluations

AB preference and XAB preference tests were also conducted
for subjective evaluations. 12 listeners comprising a mix of na-
tive and non-native speakers with normal hearing abilities ag-
ing from 20 to 35 participated in all the tests. In AB preference
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Figure 3: AB and XAB preference results with 95% confidence
intervals for measuring quality and similarity of SVG-IN and
SVG-WORLD. NP stands for no preference.

tests, one singing sample was picked from system A and an-
other was from system B. Listeners were asked to select the
better one in terms of the quality and naturalness of the gen-
erated singing. The XAB preference tests were employed to
evaluate the speaker similarity between generated singing and
target singing, where listeners were asked to to choose if the
sample from system A or system B is more similar to the tar-
get singing X. We randomly selected 20 out of 398 generated
samples for system A and another corresponding 20 out of 398
generated samples from system B to form a pair. Each listener
listened to 20 unique pairs of samples.

5.2.1. SVG-IN vs SVG-WORLD

We first compare SVG-IN with SVG-WORLD as showed in
Figure 3. The results of AB preference tests show that the
proposed SVG-IN outperforms SVG-WORLD with the pref-
erence of 58% and 38%, respectively. This indicates that the
quality and naturalness of generated singing is enhanced due to
the usage of WaveRNN. Moreover, the results of XAB prefer-
ence tests are consistent with that of AB preference tests, where
the proposed SVG-IN (65%) achieves better similarity perfor-
mance than the SVG-WORLD (30%). Benefiting from the
direct waveform generation process, the integrated WaveRNN
system is able to preserve user’s speaker identity better than the
system with traditional parametric vocoders. Overall, the sub-
jective evaluations confirm the effectiveness of the integrated
network for SVG.

5.2.2. SVG-IN vs SVG-PL

We further report the results of AB and XAB preference tests
for SVG-IN and SVG-PL in Figure 4. It is found that SVG-
IN significantly outperforms SVG-PL both in terms of quality
and naturalness (with SVG-IN 75% .vs SVG-PL 12%). This
clearly demonstrates the superiority of the SVG-IN in over-
coming the feature mismatches between WaveRNN training and
conversion processes, thereby providing higher quality singing
vocals. It is also observed that the SVG-IN delivers a relative
improvement of 40% in XAB preference test over SVG-PL,
that confirms its efficacy in capturing and distinguishing speak-
ers in the integrated network. The subjective evaluations con-
firm the effectiveness of direct feature-to-waveform generation
that avoids the mismatch problem in the two-step training in the
conversion-vocoding pipeline.

23 %

12 %

63%

75 %

15 %

12%

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

SVG-PL SVG-IN NP

        AB

   XAB

Figure 4: AB and XAB preference results with 95% confidence
intervals for measuring quality and similarity of SVG-IN and
SVG-PL. NP stands for no preference.

5.3. Summary of Evaluation Results

The objective and subjective evaluations confirm that SVG-IN
is superior to the SVG-PL pipeline and SVG-WORLD base-
line in terms of quality, naturalness and similarity. In addition,
the proposed SVG-IN allows for singing voice generation for
any unseen speakers, as long as we obtain sample speech from
the target speakers. SVG-IN provides great flexibility for per-
sonalized singing voice generation applications. The generated
singing samples from different systems are available in the fol-
lowing website2.

6. Conclusion
This paper presents a novel personalized singing voice gen-
eration approach using WaveRNN. The SVG framework does
not require parallel singing data or any target singing during
training, therefore, no frame alignment is needed. The inte-
grated network solution (SVG-IN) avoids features mismatch
issue between WaveRNN training and run-time conversion,
which leads to higher quality and similarity singing outputs. In
this study, we extract speaker i-vector from speech samples of
target speaker to represent the voice identity of a person. We
expect the system to work as well if it is presented with singing
samples from target singer. The experiment results conducted
on NUS-48E and NUS-HLT SLS corpora confirm the effective-
ness of the proposed SVG-IN in terms of quality and similarity.
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